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From Strategy to Spatial Planning and Design



Agenda
Welcome and Warm-up:
Tell/type us your strategy or vision 
How to translate your strategy into a spatial design?    
(Ingrid Schegk)
 Core questions of (coastal) design
 Suitable design approach in coastal contexts: 

Introduction of the transect method
Exercise:
Sketch your transect
Preview
Question & Answers
Moderation: Ellen Fetzer



Tell us your strategy/your vision in one 
catchy phrase or slogan (outcome of 

the last lecture).



How to translate this strategy into a 
spatial design?

Key issues and core questions



Design as a circular process
in a context-oriented 

planning approach
Source: Author



Black Sea

Mediterranean Sea

North Sea

Baltic Sea

GLOBAL/ 
EUROPEAN 

CONTEXT
Source: ESPON Climate 

Project 2011



Natural contexts: Maremma, Tuscany, Italy
West-Mediterranean Sea

Iguana Island, Cuba
Caribean Sea (Photos: Author)

Urban context: Trogir, Croatia,
Adriatic Sea



Context of the Tallinn project area
(Photos: Author)



Context of the Napoli/Pozzuoli project area
(Photos: Jonas Gruber)



Physical Context of the De Panne project area (Photo: Author)



Physical Context of the De Panne project area 
(Photo: Author)



Hermann Herzog: ‘Sunset on the Belgian Coast 
at Blankenberge’, 1873

Intangible Context
of the Belgian coast:
Narrative and image

Postcard of the Belgian National Railway









Key issues of coastal landscapes
 Global developments (climate change, increasing sea 

level, social diversity etc.) versus local problems and 
potentials (local landscape values, regional urban 
developments, tourism etc.)

 Dynamic, ephemeral ‘short term’ landscape (natural 
shore line) versus ‘long term’ landscapes (built coastal 
lines with harbours, streets, landmarks etc.)

 Translation of global planning strategies (sustainability, 
inclusiveness) into local design solutions/interventions
(dealing with heritage, local stories/narratives, 
traditions, structures, nature, materials etc.)



Demands on spatial design
 Sustainable (ecological, economical, social and 

cultural)
 Resilient
 Trans-areal and trans-scalar
 Site- and problem-oriented
 Participatory and interactive
 Process-oriented
 Inclusive…



12 Questions a designer should ask
1. What is the story of this place?
2. Whose place is this?
3. Where is this place?
4. How big is this place?
5. What logic orders this place?
6. Does this place balance community and privacy?
7. What makes this place useful?
8. Does this place support health?
9. What makes this place sustainable?
10. Who likes this place?
11. What evidence is there this place will work?
12. Does this place foster social equity?

Source:
Christie Johnson Coffin, 

Jenny Young (2017)



How to express and visualise the 
spatial design/the spatial composition?

Introduction of the transect method



A transect…
“... is a cut or path through part of the environment showing a 
range of different habitats. Biologists and ecologists use transects 
to study the many symbiotic elements that contribute to habitats 
where certain plants and animals thrive.”

Source: CATS (Center of Applied Transect Studies), https://transect.org/

Transect
of a (natural) coastal landscape

https://transect.org/


Alexander v. Humboldt (1793), source: https://transect.org/

The first transect

https://transect.org/


“Valley Section” by Patrick Geddes (19th century): Design with Nature, source: https://transect.org/

Analytical transects

https://transect.org/


Ian McHarg (1963): Design with Nature, source: https://transect.org/

Analytical transects

https://transect.org/


Transect methods…
 “...employ the transareal and trans-scalar understanding of Alexander von 

Humboldt’s scientific model, framed through the landscape architecture lens 
in a problem-oriented research approach that seeks to map and narrate the 
relational, the dynamic, and the atmospheric qualities of sites.

 Additionally, the transareal transect method enables designers to focus and 
reflect on site qualities as a mobile form of on-site exploration, 
complementary to the in-studio study of documented site conditions such as 
statistics, cadaster and topographic maps, Google searches, and other 
pragmatic diagramming techniques.”

 “(…) we (…) propose a form of landscape research that constitutes a journey 
from on-site to non-site, from physical to mental site, from thought to 
conversation, as we move back and forth. This is an inclusive journey that 
invites engagement with landscape design as a moment within ongoing and 
open works.”

Source: Lisa Diedrich et al. (2014), https://www.nanocrit.com/issues/issue6/transect-method-
mapping-narrating-water-landscapes-humboldts-open-works-transareal-travelling

https://www.nanocrit.com/issues/issue6/transect-method-mapping-narrating-water-landscapes-humboldts-open-works-transareal-travelling


The Transects…
 “...engage with site and design through an experiential and intellectual 

approach.”
 “…make us aware of the fact that reading about water is different from 

getting wet, but that combining these two insights is all we need for design 
practice and theory.

 …provide access to an experiential-intellectual apprehension of sites that 
completes factual knowledge through a reflective process (…site thinking) 
into a more comprehensive form of knowledge, namely site knowledge.”

 “…entice their participants to relate structures with experiences, territories 
with projects, weather with roads, design with critique, and much more.”

 “…are not in themselves a research program, but they constitute a 
methodology for setting up research agendas.”

Source: Diedrich, L., G. Lee and J. Raxworthy (2012): Transects: Developing an Experience-based 
Methodology for Design Education and Design Research in Jonas & Monacella (eds). 2012. Exposure: 
Design Research in Landscape Architecture 2012, RMIT.



The rural-to-urban-transect
“Human beings also thrive in different habitats. (…). (…) urbanism 
could be analyzed as natural transects are analyzed. To systemize 
the analysis and coding of traditional patterns, a prototypical 
American rural-to-urban transect has been divided into six 
Transect Zones, or T-zones, for application on zoning maps.”

Rural-to-urban-transects:
Typologie (left + right)
by CATS
Pienza, Italy (below)
by Elizabeth Plater-Zyberk,
source: 
https://transect.org/

https://transect.org/


Transect as an artwork

Jo Struyven: ‘Land-in-Zicht’, 2011 (parts) 



Application to coastal design

Nuovi Paesaggi per Ostia
New Landscapes for Ostia

Visuals:
Rasha Jaboodi, Kinga Jánossy, 
Andreia Oshiro, Janice Thien

(2014)
Source: www.imla-campus.eu



Application to coastal design

Source: CO-LAND, Wiki, Case Study Baia (IT), 2019,
Authors: Panaitescu A., Lungu D., Cairo M., Aquino L., Jayalath S., Miraldi A., Passaro A., Ali A.



Application to coastal design

Source:
Anna Ilyuchshenko (2019):
Enhancing the Landscape Potential of Mangalia using Green 
Infrastructure as a tool.
Master Thesis in the joint study programme International Master of 
Landscape Architecture (IMLA) at University Nürtingen-Geislingen



Step 1:
Define a design-transect or corridor

SeaCoastal landscape

City



Step 1:
Define a design-transect or corridor

SeaCoastal landscape

City



Criteria… 
for defining the transect: 

 Representing a gradient (from mountain to sea, from 
rural to urban, from city edge to harbour etc.)

 Crossing representative and important landscape types, 
types of open spaces, social hotspots, heritage places 
etc. with potentials for strategic developments and 
design interventions

 Following a route or path where a certain perception is 
possible (land – sea relation, spatial dimensions, vistas 
etc.)

 Crossing strategic places with potentials for green and 
blue infrastructure solutions



Step 2:
Visualise your transect

SeaCoastal landscape

City

Transect



Step 3:
Define your places of intervention

SeaCoastal landscape

City



Criteria… 
for interventions: 

 Places where different structures/landforms meet
 Interchange of routes or paths
 Borders/edges
 Entrances/exits
 View points in relation to the coastal landscape
 Potential landmarks
 Places where people meet
 Places where strategic processes of change could be started
 …



Step 4:
Visualise your ideas in detail

SeaCoastal landscape

City

Transect

Interventions



Readings
Place making, inclusive design:
Christie Johnson Coffin, Jenny Young (2017): Making Places for People: 12 Questions 
Every Designer Should Ask.
Transect method:
Diedrich, L., G. Lee and J. Raxworthy (2012): Transects: Developing an Experience-
based Methodology for Design Education and Design Research in Jonas & Monacella
(eds). 2012. Exposure: Design Research in Landscape Architecture 2012, RMIT.
Lisa Diedrich, Gini Lee, Ellen Braae (2014): The Transect as a Method for Mapping 
and Narrating Water Landscapes: Humboldt’s Open Works and Transareal Travelling
(https://www.nanocrit.com/issues/issue6/transect-method-mapping-narrating-
water-landscapes-humboldts-open-works-transareal-travelling)
http://landscapeandurbanism.blogspot.de/2009/12/representing-transects.html
https://transect.org/

Mantho, Robert (2015): The Urban Section. An analytical tool for cities and streets. 
London and New York

https://www.nanocrit.com/issues/issue6/transect-method-mapping-narrating-water-landscapes-humboldts-open-works-transareal-travelling
http://landscapeandurbanism.blogspot.de/2009/12/representing-transects.html
https://transect.org/


Sketch your transect with the focus 
points or places of potential interventions 

(step 1 – 3).
Upload a photo of your postcard.



Next session:

Interventions and processes:
The approach of Urban Acupuncture

Speaker:
Jekaterina Balicka, Landscape 
architect, researcher, Estonian 
University of Life Sciences

Questions?
Thank you for your attention
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